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Introduction

T

HIS IS A book about taxation. More specifically, it is about the contro
versies that shape Britain’s approach to taxing the profits of companies. It
aims to analyse these tax policy controversies in such a way as to illustrate
their significance, not only for tax lawyers but also for public lawyers more gener
ally, for political scientists and for political economists. Yet it offers nothing as
simple as solutions to problems. Instead, it suggests important factors that those
who offer such solutions cannot afford to ignore. The ideas at work in its pages,
especially perhaps the relationship between government and the British opera
tions of multinational corporations, have an almost universal importance.
But how are we to make sense of this legendarily contentious, arcane and
complicated subject matter? I maintain that we have to engage with the histori
cal and contemporary philosophical textures, not only of the corporate tax leg
islation itself, but also of the processes that bring it into being and of the
institutions and other bodies whose processes they are. The effects of the tax
planning activities of multinationals are now a major source of public concern,
but the issues behind them are to most people highly obscure. So my approach
is an interpretative one, firmly rooted not only in our contemporary notions
about the design of tax systems, but also in historical ideas of the way that
states should be governed. I argue that these insights, second nature as they are
to politicians – to those who govern – are very revealing. This is so notwith
standing that the origins of the insights in question are often obscured by ideo
logical dogma and technical detail. That said, the European Enlightenment’s
most important yet ambiguous philosopher of political economy, Adam Smith,
has been invoked by Nigel (now Lord) Lawson, by Gordon Brown and by
George Osborne, each to subtly different ends. The last mentioned, in his 2011
Budget speech, even went so far as to restate Smith’s ‘principles [on the design
of taxes] . . . for the modern age’. In doing so, Mr Osborne resolved them, as
has become customary, into the values of efficiency and of fairness:
Our taxes should be efficient and support growth. They should be certain and pre
dictable. They should be simple to understand and easy to comply with, and our tax
system should be fair, reward work, support aspiration and ask the most from those
who can most afford the most.1
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2 Introduction
Drawing attention to Smith’s continuing life on the lips of contemporary politi
cians is not to mistake rhetoric for reality. He appears, too, in Tax by Design, the
final statement of the Mirrlees review of 2010 and 2011, set up by the respected
economic policy think tank, the Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS), to evaluate the
British tax system. The IFS described Smith’s famous maxims of taxation – equal
ity, certainty, convenience and cost-effectiveness2 – as commanding ‘near universal
support’.3 They may not be sufficient in themselves for our globalised economy,
but they are nonetheless necessary. Mirrlees’ observations come as no surprise,
since the tradition to which Smith belongs, and of which the other thinkers in
these pages are a part, has been devoted to realising effective public policy amid
the shifting values of commercial society. Specific references to the intellectual
heritage of tax politics are admittedly rather rare. Most often, public policy dis
cussion of taxation is dominated by fairly unreflective assertion. Much of what
follows therefore will be devoted to illuminating the assumptions of tax policy. In
this way, I hope, among other things, that the book will contribute to a broaden
ing out of the discussion of the various components of the Mirrlees review.
One of the Mirrlees editors, Tim Besley, has himself paid tribute to Adam
Smith’s continuing relevance, as well as to that of one of the United States’
founding fathers, James Madison (1751–1836). Besley takes the latter as the
inspiration for his own political economy, which is directed at designing institu
tions and processes such that politicians do indeed pursue the ‘common good of
the society’4 rather than their own personal advantage.5 To Smith, too, is owed
the particular idea of a theory, as used in this book, as a point of view, as a way
of looking at a subject.6 This might be the viewpoint of a politician intent on
achieving a certain end, or it might be that of an impartial critic, trying to make
sense of the workings of the reform process. So, when I talk about a theory of
corporate taxation, I am referring both to the government’s own plan for the
transformation of the tax, in line with George Osborne’s approach, and to a
particular critical standpoint on corporate tax reform. Throughout, I have
attempted to take a long-term view of the material, not just by recalling the
Enlightenment origins of our contemporary concerns but by using examples
from two decades of corporate tax policy, 13 years of which Gordon Brown
dominated, first as Labour Chancellor of the Exchequer and subsequently as
Prime Minister. The period after 2010 is certainly characterised by the making
of inroads on Mr Brown’s own personal idea of the appropriate organisation of
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Great Britain’s national life. Corporations, and the reasons for taxing them,
were fundamental elements of this idea.
Some of the assessments of Gordon Brown in these pages may seem generous.
Contentious as Labour tax policy certainly was, however, it started by being
extremely well informed.7 Indeed, many of its achievements are likely to be
retained, if the political reality of the 2011 Budget8 – as opposed to its aspirations
– was anything to go by. Both Labour and Coalition corporate tax policies have
been versions of a vision of the role of taxation in neoliberal ideology, ones that
have gained ground since the 1980s and have figured prominently in the founda
tional text of neoliberalism, the ten principles of the 1980s ‘Washington
Consensus’.9 In this discourse, taxes are low and there are few, if any, special treat
ments for different classes of taxpayer. Its goal is to tax as many things as possible
but – and this is the crucial thing – as lightly as possible.10 Simplicity, stability,
‘flatter’ tax rates and the exact enforcement of tax liabilities are its watchwords.11
Indeed, it was the strand of economic liberalism of which these tax ideals are
a part that made the 2010 Coalition between Liberals and Conservatives possi
ble.12 Its catalyst was a certain reading of Smith promoted by the Austrian phi
losopher and economist Friedrich von Hayek (1899–1992).13 There is a story
that the Conservative Prime Minister, Margaret (subsequently Baroness)
Thatcher, sometime after taking office, slammed a copy of Hayek’s Constitution
of Liberty onto the Cabinet room table, shouting: ‘This is what we believe’.14
And it is undoubtedly the case that, consciously or unconsciously, modern calls
for simplicity in taxation owe something to the longevity of the ideals of market
liberalism. Certainly, Nigel Lawson took Hayek to be Adam Smith in twentiethcentury clothes;15 Gordon Brown thought it possible to read Smith’s teaching,
not through Hayek, but alongside the North American liberal political theorists
John Rawls (1921–2002) and Michael Sandel.16 Although the idiosyncrasies of
Mr Brown’s legacy have continued to be an uncomfortable reality for them,
See below ch 5.
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Mr Osborne and the Coalition have aspired to a Lawsonian vision of cor
poration tax, announcing a prospective decrease in the main tax rate of five
percentage points.17 I do not want to make the expression ‘neoliberalism’ do too
much work, but it is nonetheless a useful compendious term for an ideology in
which economics is king and to which even Sandelian communitarianism is only
a qualified reaction.18 The difference between Coalition and Labour has been
one of degree, not of fundamental values.
In this introductory chapter, I offer some thoughts on the constituent ele
ments of the book’s title. These are intended to give readers an idea of my
approach. So, with the taxation of corporate profits as my overall subject mat
ter, I want to talk about the relevance to that phenomenon of three elements:
the senses in which the expression ‘political economy’ is used; what I mean by
theory and values in the corporate tax context; and the background to my
unfolding discussion of law reform.
I. THE SENSES OF ‘POLITICAL ECONOMY’

Uses of the term ‘political economy’ are perhaps unusually sensitive to the con
texts in which they appear. One sense in which the term is used is in reference to
the actual craft of governing to promote national prosperity.19 In this sense it is
the expression used by politicians to characterise one of their own practices. This
is the sense in which Adam Smith used the term when he said that political econ
omy was that part of the sovereign’s task that consisted in providing ‘the state or
commonwealth with a revenue sufficient for the public services’, no less than that
of maximising the wealth of the subject.20 It is as such an oxymoron, as Hannah
Arendt pointed out: the political ‘stem’ (the polis) refers to the Greek for the
sphere of state and politics, and the economic ‘tail’ (the oikia) to the Greek word
for the household and its management.21 Indeed, economics long consisted of the
craft of managing prosperity.22 After all, Keynesian economics – the contested
tradition of John Maynard Keynes (1883–1946) – is specifically directed towards
a government’s capacity to create the circumstances under which the subjects of
a state might be cushioned against inflation and recession.23
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Since the 1890s, people have tended to talk about ‘economics’ rather than
‘political economy’.24 However, in 2010, noting its widespread contemporary
usage, Nigel Lawson welcomed the return of ‘political economy’ to the lexicon
of politics, characterising it as ‘consisting in seeking a rational course of action
in a world of endemic uncertainty’.25 In tax policy terms, political economy has
given rise to subtly different principles of taxation, all more or less drawing on
Smith’s maxims, and all resoluble into the values of efficiency and fairness.
However, after what socialist critics regarded as the ideologically suspect exam
ple of Philip Snowden (1864–1937),26 the first Labour Chancellor, the practice of
political economy seems to have been identified with Conservative and Liberal
politicians rather than with Labour ones.
Reflecting the tension in the very idea of a theory, besides referring to what its
practitioners should do, political economy may also describe a way of analysing
things.27 It may refer, in other words, to an academic investigation into tax pol
icy and politics using economic modelling techniques.28 That is the basis on
which Besley’s political economy is conceived, and it is the broad sense, too, in
which Alt, Preston and Sibieta use the term in their useful and innovative chap
ter in the Mirrlees review.29 It is itself part of an honourable tradition, broadly
configured around the rival insights of welfare economics and public choice
theories, or, as in Besley’s case, a sophisticated combination of the two.30
Public choice is the explanation of government failures through economic
analysis: ‘politics without romance’,31 as James Buchanan once described it.
Welfare economics, the older discipline to which I return in chapter four, is
about remedying market failures through particular policies designed to pro
mote the public interest.32 What political economy of either stripe produces are
useful technical insights into the formulation of tax policy. However, as Alt,
Preston and Sibieta readily concede, each approach has its limitations. In par
ticular, public choice is difficult to apply to corporation tax, because the tax ‘is
not typically electorally salient’.33 Attitudes to corporate taxes cannot therefore
be analysed in terms, for example, of median voter models of behaviour.34 The
political commentator Peter Riddell in his essay on Alt, Preston and Sibieta’s
contribution therefore asserts that it uses ‘too much flimsy political science and
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not enough well-founded history’. It is just testing ‘some tendentious theoretical
models’, only to find them wanting.35 This is rather harsh, because economic
approaches have become widely applied. Chris Sanger, a former Treasury
insider, commenting on the Coalition’s approach to corporate tax policy, has
suggested another approach, one that might get round the occluded nature of
corporate tax policymaking: willingness to pay. How much, in other words, is a
corporate group ‘willing to pay . . . for the benefits that headquartering in the
UK brings’?36 Even this approach, however, has its limitations, since it is still
necessary for politicians to decide what to do with the information thereby
retrieved. Interviewed by Evan Davis on the BBC, three former Chancellors –
Nigel Lawson, Norman Lamont and Alistair Darling – all expressly disavowed
the idea of people responding truthfully when asked about their tax policy pref
erences.37
Another academic approach, a version of which I adopt in this study, seems
to me to have the potential to illuminate matters further. It draws on the
Smithian idea of political economy as that part of the practice of politics that
involves making judgments about the rationale of applying in the real world one
or another set of economic conclusions. This is the sense in which Nigel Lawson
has warmly endorsed the use of the expression. So I utilise the findings of
Besley’s political economy, as well as of the Mirrlees review itself, and read them
alongside political science and public law material. What factors, in other
words, will affect the prospects of Mirrlees’ conclusions being applied in the
real world? In so doing, I discuss two key contributions: that of Christopher
Wales, another former Treasury adviser,38 and that of the IFS’s own committee
on the reform of the process by which tax law is made.39 I want to show how
concepts of public law – the law of the state and the subject – founded as they
are in politics, assist in the deployment of theoretical economic knowledge. So I
refer to Alt, Preston and Sibieta, to be sure, but I give prominence to these other
two studies. It is crucially important that the conclusions of Mirrlees are not
ignored, even though early signs have not been encouraging.40 In mapping the
relationship between the conclusions of economics and the constraints, and
potential, of politics and public law, it may be that an analysis such as the pre
sent ensures that Mirrlees continues to be discussed. This may seem like – but is
not intended to be – a condescending comment. Mirrlees has certainly had an
35
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impact. Indeed, aspects of Alt, Preston and Sibieta’s analysis quickly proved
influential – their recommendation for an Office for Budget Responsibility was
acted on almost immediately when the Coalition took office in May 2010.
So, the political economy of corporation tax, as I portray it, is the analysis of
the exercise of political judgment in relation to the application of economic
theory to corporate tax policy. It includes those cases where, as some would say,
economic theory is all but disregarded in the making of the political judgment.
This approach gives a prominent role to politics that not all would accept, but it
provides too a context for material that might otherwise seem quite remote
from everyday concerns.
II. FIRST THOUGHTS ON THEORY AND VALUES

Corporation tax is, of course, unusual, since it is the only one of the main taxes
whose subjects are not – at least, not obviously – creatures of flesh and blood.
The taxable person is the limited liability company, or corporation, thought by
some to be the most distinctive artefact of the nineteenth-century legal imagina
tion, and now prominent in all developed societies. Indeed, as has often been
argued, it would be possible to scratch-build a system that did not include a tax
on corporations but relied instead on the income tax liability of the creatures of
flesh and blood who have economic interests in companies.41
Yet such is not the system we have. This suggests a gap between what we hope
for and what actually happens – a gap that this study tries to account for in
terms of the realities of politics and the ordering of those realities in public law.
The realities have a number of constituent factors: that the public or national
interest in corporate taxation is not necessarily the same as what business wants;
that the initiation of tax policy by ministers of the Crown tends to be sur
rounded in secrecy, being in the true sense of the word ‘arcane’; and that corpor
ate tax, unlike income tax, has not hitherto been susceptible to the economic
analysis of voter preferences.
The gap between what we hope for and what we actually get therefore needs
to be conceptualised in some way that anatomises the nature of the engagement
between the corporate sector and the government. This, I contend, is the prov
ince of theory, in the sense of a particular perspective on corporate taxation. I
analyse the choices between corporate tax policies in terms of the insights of
politics and history, of how political prudence shapes the divergence in the pub
lic sphere between the ideal and the reality. There is no doubt a range of ways of
explaining that disparity, and I do not pretend to offer a definitive account.
Nevertheless, the reasons for evaluating the purely economic arguments in, for
41
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instance, Auerbach, Devereux and Simpson’s contribution to the Mirrlees
review42 in the light of politics and public law, as unfolded in these pages, seems
to me to be compelling. This is why, as Christopher Wales has pointed out, the
economics of corporate tax can never be divorced from politics43 and why
Riddell has written that ‘tax decisions cannot be taken out of politics’.44 Indeed,
Mr Sanger’s comment on the Coalition’s commitment to the principle of taxing
companies45 rather than their shareholders direct implies that it is an essentially
prudential position: people think ‘it is right’, he acknowledges, that ‘businesses
should pay tax’.46 This type of argument does not diminish the importance of
the economic analysis of political decisions on taxation. It merely asserts that
such economistic analyses – as for instance Alt, Preston and Sibieta’s political
economy – are not the only way of critiquing such decisions.
When I use the word ‘economistic’, I am referring to all discussions of corpor
ate tax in which the non-exclusivity of economic analyses is not given weight,
and motivations are instead reduced to essentially economic preferences.
Whether, as Charles Taylor has said, such an economism is symptomatic of a
generally misplaced faith in scientistic methods,47 I leave open. But I do not
agree with Alt, Preston and Sibieta’s premise that the assertion that something
is ‘political’ means it is incapable of systematic non-economistic analysis.48 I
simply argue that, even with corporate taxation, the economistic analysis,
though foundational, is not exclusive, and a systematic public law critique can
be constructed. Interestingly, the overall tone of the Mirrlees review is much
more contextual, if not more political, than its predecessor, the rather technical
Meade report of 1978,49 so the nature of my own work is very much in keeping
with the general drift of the contextual study of tax policy over recent decades.
The fact that companies rarely operate alone, that most are members of corpor
ate groups and that as multinationals they cross national borders, is another
reason for taking a more contextual approach, if only because of unprecedented
levels of public concern about multinationals’ supposed domination of corpor
ate tax policy.50
So-called ‘optimal tax theory’ is the theory that, taking account of certain
‘constraints’, it is possible to model the best possible way of achieving tax
policy objectives.51 A creation of welfare economics, it is deployed as the highly
42
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sophisticated basis of the Mirrlees review’s recommendations. But it needs to
be further contextualised in order to engage public concern. The constraints
of which it takes account are ‘administrative’ and ‘political’ (eg, the so-called
‘revenue constraint’, EU membership, etc). Such factors are important, to be
sure, but they are not exhaustive, and they do not purport to lead ineluctably to
one conclusion or another. Moreover, as we shall see, some such ‘constraints’ –
for instance, EU membership – can actually in the prism of politics be enabling
from the government’s point of view. In short, therefore, optimal tax theory is
not all there is to say about corporate tax policy. It is in danger of dominating
discussion, however, because of the generally technical nature of corporate tax
discourse. The lack of public understanding of, as well as the lack of wide pub
lic involvement in, debates about taxes is a lament of the Mirrlees review itself.52
A wider, contextual discussion should help to redress the balance. At a pro
found level, taxation depends upon public consent, if only in its highly stylised
parliamentary form. That is why it is never helpful to invoke Colbert’s nonconsensual doctrine of taxation as the art of extracting the most goose feathers
with the least hissing.53 Taxation has to command consent, which implies a level
of public support, which in turn requires a public understanding of the issues.54
If the role of theory is to enable the prudential evaluation of different eco
nomic possibilities in complex real world-settings, then it remains to say some
thing about values. In this book, values are taken to embody ideological choices
about the way we should live, choices settled in large part by the neoliberal ide
ology already discussed.55 All positive law of course embodies values in this
sense, but critical discussion of them is perhaps most closely associated with
public law scholarship.56 The relevance of values to this study is the result of
linking corporate tax policy and tax law to general public law and policy. The
role of the theory it propounds is to help both politicians and critics to assess
the limitations of otherwise clear conclusions of economics. It also enables each
group to sift between the different possibilities that economic models suggest.
Theory provides, in other words, an explanation for the choices actually made
as between different economic possibilities. Since the possibilities can be ana
lysed in terms of various combinations of efficiency and fairness, some traces of
these values are always detectable in the legislative code as it actually exists.
Efficiency predicates that corporate taxes do not hamper economic growth, and
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fairness suggests that they reflect a politically appropriate tax burden for the
corporate sector to bear.57
The content and scope of corporation tax values are shaped in part by the
institutions of government and in part by political processes. The corporation
tax code itself therefore embodies both the ancient prudence of the institutions
themselves and the prudential choices made in the policymaking process. This
aura of history indeed was very apparent until the period 2001 to 2010, when
except for chargeable gains the fragmented legislation of earlier years was con
solidated and rewritten – but not amended – in four Tax Law Rewrite Acts: the
Capital Allowances Act 2001; the Corporation Tax Acts 2009 and 2010; and the
Taxation (International and Other Provisions) Act 2010.
Political prudence, as a crucial factor in shaping corporate taxation, forms a
tangible link between our ideas of government and those of Adam Smith and
his friend David Hume (1711–76), as well as three earlier thinkers crucial to
their own thought, Niccolò Machiavelli (1469–1527), Thomas Hobbes (1588–
1679) and John Locke (1632–1704). All five, in different ways, were searching for
a way to ensure an appropriate ordering of the state. Hume and Smith believed
that its spontaneous ordering would come from the prudential dismantling of
ancient restrictions on commerce; for Machiavelli and for Hobbes, right order
ing could be achieved only by the sovereign’s prudent wielding of the sword; and
for Locke, good order required the prudential limitation of the prerogatives of
the Crown. Structuring the discussion in this book around conceptions of pru
dence at different historical stages gives consistency and robustness to an argu
ment such as Riddell’s about the importance of history in understanding the
outcomes of tax policy today.
The discussion therefore follows a course marked out by the public lawyer
Martin Loughlin. Loughlin, a legal academic with a profound sense of history,
steeped in the intellectual tradition I have just described, has been moved to
evolve over two decades a broadly Hegelian analysis of public law,58 incorporat
ing insights from another Hegelian thinker, Michel Foucault (1926–84). In
Hegelian thought, political right is ‘an elaboration of the working of reason in
history’.59 My own study reflects this Hegelian perspective, but it is Foucauldian
only to the extent that Loughlin makes selective use of Foucault’s work. It is to
Loughlin’s thinking that I turn next, in the context of the background to the
third component of the book’s title: law reform.
III. CORPORATE TAX LAW AND ITS REFORM

Throughout this study, I present corporate taxation as a species of public law.
This statement should be understood in both narrow and wide senses, to be
57
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